"This lovely place and the folk that run it
are proof that God gave us cycling to make
us happy" Sue, Daisy & Hamish. April '12
A few extracts from the Cyclists' comments book fom 2011 and 2012
“Unmatched hospitality and welcome, thank you so much once again. The cycle
café and garden surpasses anything else on route”
“World class hospitality!” 12/8/11
“Oh what a joy
A little refuge from the rain
To warm and have a cup of tea
Then take the road again!” Stuart from Cambridge
15/9/11
“Thanks for a perfect resting place, my GPS died, my feet were wet and freezing
and I was a bit down in the dumps before I found this place. As Soon as I stepped
in the door I was right as rain! Thank you so much for this nice little stop.” 9/9/11
“Fantastic find! Towels, blankets, hot-water bottles, tea and cake – what more
could a soggy cyclist want! Many thanks.” C2C for Martin House Hospice.
Graham, Mark, Dan, Paul and Ray.
“LOVE IT, LOVE IT, LOVE IT!” Laura O’Mahony 5/6/11
“A damp day beckoned our second day of the C2C. Heads down into the drizzle as
it drove into our faces! SAVED by an amazing slice of flapjack and a cuppa.
Onwards now feeling warmer and refreshed. Thank you” The not so spring
chickens. 13/4/11
“Such a brilliant idea! Fabulous food and a lovely welcome…what more could you
wish for! Paul, Marg, Tez and Rhi from Sunderland 6/5/11
“Unexpected stop for lunch – just perfect. Sometimes the ‘accidental’ days are the
most enjoyable!” Jules, Matt, Aly and Ted from Hampshire

“this lovely place, and the folk that run it are proof that god gave us cycling to
make us happy” Sue, Daisy and Hamish. 26/4/12

“From Lands End. A fantastic refreshment stop, the best yet!” Scott Rideout –
“What a lovely stop. We enjoyed the flapjack and avoided a shower. Thanks.” Ellen
and Maarten from Amsterdam.
“Fantastic to find this sanctuary near the end of day one C2C. Thanks so much for
the warm hospitality.” Steve and John- 30/5/12
“Absolutely fantastic Tiffin and a smashing café, just what any hungry and cold
cyclist needs. Many thanks!” 28/4/2012
“The perfect place to stop for lunch. Amazing Flapjacks!”
“Everyone said it was great here and asked why hadn’t we been!! Loved the tea +
the cake + the staff + everything.” Hampshire and Northumberland xxx
“Unexpected stop for lunch – just perfect. Sometimes the ‘accidental’ days are the
most enjoyable!” Jules, Matt, Aly and Ted from Hampshire
“Cecile and Joseph enjoyed their juices and playing the piano (which needs
tuning!!!)”
“A damp day beckoned our second day of the C2C. Heads down into the drizzle
as it drove into our faces! SAVED by an amazing slice of flapjack and a cuppa.
Onwards now feeling warmer and refreshed. Thank you” The not so spring
chickens. 13/4/11
“Found this place by accident but now I know its here I’ll be back for sure”20/4/11
“Such a brilliant idea! Fabulous food and a lovely welcome…what more could you
wish for! Paul, Marg, Tez and Rhi from Sunderland 6/5/11
“What a find! Fantastic service! Idyllic location! Scrumptious food and a real
pleasure, many thanks!” 2/5/11
“LOVE IT, LOVE IT, LOVE IT!” Laura O’Mahony 5/6/11
“Thanks for the tea and the delicious cakes! They will hopefully give me the energy
to cycle the rest of the C2CJ” Nicola 20/7/11
World class hospitality!” 12/8/11

